Similar Cases involving Morphology and the Lexicon
The cases of variation examined so far have all dealt with phonology, but similar points could be made concerning different types of variation discussed above with examples involving words and their components, i.e. morphology and the lexicon.
For instance, Classical Latin made use of the Proto-Indo-European so-called "primary" (i.e., present-oriented) endings in both past tense forms and present tense forms, as in dat 'he gives' alongside of dedit 'he gave '. 5 This situation contrasts which what is found, for instance, in Sanskrit, where there is a 3SG ending -t (roughly marking past) and another 3SG ending -ti (roughly marking present). As an artificial restriction of the data, in order to highlight the essence of the methodology, one can concentrate just on these facts, without adding in any additional information from, e.g., other languages or other stages of the language (see footnote 5). 6 Then there are two morphological correspondence sets to take seriously as a basis for reconstruction, 3SG present t : ti and 3SG past t : t, and several possibilities emerge.
First, we could reconstruct an invariant 3SG ending *-t, and posit that Sanskrit innovated a distinction between present and past through the creation of *-ti (presumably from suffixation of a presential marker *-i). While this may be a viable account from the restricted vantage point first adopted here, it turns out not to be appropriate once additional evidence is taken into account: the facts from Greek, Hittite, and Old Irish verbal endings, for instance, among others, make it clear that the *-t versus *-ti distinction is to be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European and is not simply a Sanskrit creation.
7
Alternatively, one might take the need to reconstruct *-t and *-ti for ProtoIndo-European and posit variation between the two for the proto-language. Of relevance here is the fact that in Vedic Sanskrit, one finds fluctuation in the socalled "subjunctive" mood (which functions as a future tense) between, e.g. 3SG -t and -ti, as in bhavát / bhaváti 'he will be'. That is, the Vedic fluctuation might be taken as a relic of the proto-language state of affairs. This means, however, that essentially unmotivated variation is what is being reconstructed, or else we just have to make guesses (though they may well be educated guesses deserving of the label Additional information (e.g. about the dialect distribution of the retracted pronunciations in each language) makes it clear that this is almost certainly the wrong choice, but see below for further discussion.
5 It is necessary to focus on Classical Latin here, since Old Latin shows not -t as the 3SG past ending but rather -d, as in deded 'he gave', discussed somewhat below.
